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BON VOYAGE
THE time has come again for us to bid farewell to

the lucky seniors going on exchange this semester.
As cliché as it may sound, university life can be said
to be incomplete without experiencing exchange at
least once – opening your eyes to the world beyond
the confines of our small cosy island we call
Singapore. As the year 3s left for Europe and Korea
one after another (Xi, Sam, Calvin, Joy, Gwen) with
the last being Melissa, the rest of us were
overwhelmed with a mixture of bittersweet
emotions, and some, nostalgia.
As with every sailing event, there is always alcohol
involved, this being no exception. The tradition of
ICE-ing the leaving seniors was upheld time and
time again, each of them voluntarily kneeling down
to receive their last gift from the team before taking
off to the paradise otherwise known as exchange.
Unlike everyone else, a very sporting gwen was ICEed every time she was at the airport to send her
peers off, all the way till she finally left for Prague.
Way to go, gwen!
Moreover, looking at how the bunch of them are
enjoying their exchange to the fullest, partying every
other day (Xi and Gwen especially), it must be said
that Sailing has prepared them well for that
lifestyle!
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With the midterms having run all the way

except handball left to play!

23 rd

until Saturday, the
of Feb, the
semester’s long awaited recess week only
truly began on the Sunday after. And what
better way to kick off the much deserved
break than with a day on Siloso Beach!

The actual day saw the sun blaze so hot, so
early, that it seemed to drive everyone into
a kind of lazy stupor. Too many of the
participants were late for the games to start
promptly, and by the time they did, the
match schedule was quite mangled.
Nevertheless, the sailors got off to a
commendable start in their first game
against the Lifeguards, securing their first
win, 9-4. And all while not forgetting to
have fun—going keeperless once in a while
as handsome George ran up to score, and
having Qing Huang execute some fancy,
reverse-overhead shooting! Victory (and
good entertainment), though, always comes
at a price, and amidst all the action, Collin
Lim managed to find himself underneath
an un-Bryan-sized guy, his knees so badly
scraped that they were slimy and bright
red. The acrobatic Qing Huang also
managed to somehow sprain both a finger
and a toe during the very same match!

Being that this year’s SSU Waikiki event
was nautical-themed, it seemed almost
imperative that the sailors would have to
make an appearance (that, and a whole lot
of senior-junior pressure). Unfortunately
(or not), with the seniors (yes, the very
same ones who insisted that the club
needed representing) busy sailing their
hearts out at the 9th Horsburgh Challenge,
it was left to a small, but undoubtedly
enthusiastic bunch of freshmen to make the
club’s presence felt. Without the motherly
guidance they have become so accustomed
to, many days had passed before a hastily
formed team finally chose captains’ ball as
the arena in which they were to do battle,
and only to discover that there was nothing
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Given the state of the crew, the sailors still
put up a phenomenal fight against their
next set of opponent’s—Tang’s Team. In the
close battle that saw both sides scoring
point for point, Tang’s keeper seemed
powerless to stop our injured, former
gymnast from scoring majority of the goals
by leaping straight at him, and only
slamming the ball into the back of the net
when it was too late. Despite a valiant
effort, the match ended with the last goal
on the wrong side. The final score: 9-10.

timings given since the decision had been
made in the morning to push back the
entire schedule. How could anyone know
when to be where?
Blame-game aside, Waikiki 2013 proved
to be a whole lot of fun in the sun for the
Freshies, and while the sailors have
nothing but battle scars to show for their
fierce exchange, it nonetheless served as
some much needed off-water bonding
time. And in some ways, we can be sure
that the sailors’ presence was, indeed, felt
that day, what with plenty of people (girls
especially) coming up to chat and take
photos with them. (Am I right, Collin?)

In a further unfortunate turn of events,
while the sailors lay down in the middle of
the Sapphire Pavilion, shades on, shoes off,
resting, the handball committee proceeded
to grant The Boings Boings a walkover for
team SMU Sailing’s failure to report for the
third match on time. If the sailors are to be
believed, there was absolutely no
announcement made to summon them at
any point. (Of course, if they all sleep as
soundly as the Randy among them, who
was supposed to participate but woke up at
2pm instead, then their words mean
nothing.) In their defence, however, it was
true that there had been no new official
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HORSBURGH
CHALLENGE
By Georgina

NOTHING

without its fair share of mishaps and
destruction. Just midway through the first
race, Wakatere’s spin halyard snapped
midway through a hoist and was forced to
douse the spinnaker. Despite the rocky
start, the crew was quick to rehoist the
spinnaker using the spare halyard and
catch up with the rest of fleet. An eventful
day of racing finally came to a close with a
slumber party at the SAF Yacht Club’s
residences as sailors celebrated the start of
recess week with sweet wine and
heartwarming Skype sessions with our
beloved sailors on exchange.

says “TGIF!” louder
than kick starting your Recess week with a
series of exciting races out in the open sea.
As the doldrums of Week 7 came to an end,
the trauma and fatigue from the midterms
proved to be of little hindrance for our
sailors who were all decked out in shades
and gloves, ready to take on the 9th
Horsburgh Challenge 2013 at the SAF
Yacht Club.
This year’s Hosburgh Challenge saw an
overwhelming participation of SMU sailors
with sailing veterans like PQ, Chris, Shaun,
YM and Eric onboard big boats like Foxy
Lady VI, Wala Wala 2 and Rikki Tikki Tavi.
It was a pleasant surprise to see the young
ones like first year Bryan R. Chan and
second year Weichong stepping it up a
notch as well, eager to gain some big boat
sailing experience. Most notably, the crew
of Wakatere, skippered by the ever patient
Kurt Metzger, was mostly made up of our
second year ladies, Terena, Yujia, Aretha,
Pufang, Sara, Lynette and Mel, not
forgetting the fairest of them all, Mok;
much to the envy of other seamen.

Day 2 came sooner than expected; by 5am
in the morning, sailors wielding cups of
caffeine and other morning juices were
headed towards the marina, prepping
themselves for the grueling 10 hour
passage race to come. After clearing
immigration, including the smuggling of a
secret “sexapau” Sara Tan, the crew of
Wakatere set sail into the sunrise towards
Nongsa. A lullaby of calm waters, the early
morning breeze and some jazz music
onboard Wakatere soon cradled our sleepy
sailors into deep slumber… only to wake
up at the sight of the bright orange start
mark in sight. The crew quickly scrambled

The Hosburgh Challenge may be known for
its long and grueling passage races but not
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into positions, but were not let off easily. A
practice hoist, just five minutes from the
start sent mastman Terena up in a harness
(again!) with a dagger to cut the jammed spin
halyard. With Terena’s two feet back on deck,
the crew quickly put their game faces on,
proving once again, no spin halyard or
setback was too difficult or discouraging for
them. Others also had their fair share of
mishaps – midway through the second day,
bowman Aretha fell through a broken pulpit,
but only to rise like a phoenix from the
wooden debris, stronger and more graceful
than before. Facing strong gusts and
unyielding heat through out the passage race,
our sailors displayed exceptional
camaraderie, stepping up to man the jib and
call gusts while a tired few caught some
much needed shuteye. Teamwork and solid
helming eventually led the team to take the
line honours for the Hosburgh Challenge
Passage Race that day.

With little experience sailing bigger boats,
the young but determined crew of Wakatere
demonstrated both teamwork and
camaraderie, emerging a respectable 2nd after
three days of racing. Despite having only a
year’s worth of sailing experience, our second
year sailors used their experience and
knowledge gained sailing on tinier J24s and
Platu-25s to overcome crisis and setbacks
aboard the larger Wakatere, displaying
exceptional composure and speedy
recoveries. (Special mention for our resident
TDO Mok for always keeping his cool, even
leveling up by calling tactics!)
Of course, all of this would not have been
possible without the generosity and patience
of Captain Kurt, for forgiving our follies and
damages to your boat and for keeping us
happy and well fed with cool drinks and
yummy sandwiches throughout the regatta!
Thanks Kurt! You’re a star!

Perhaps, word of Kurt’s awesome sandwiches
had spread and on the last day, Justin and
Alina joined the crew as trusty pits. After a
long arduous journey round the coast of
Singapore, tired sailors’ crew work was put to
the test in challenging windward-leeward
courses. The first of four races began in
moderate winds with Wakatere taking line
honours. As winds continued to build
throughout the day, the rest of the races saw
a certain newbie jib trimmer almost losing
her sheets in one race and causing a broach
in another. Oopsey daisey!
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UWA exchange
During the stay, our friendly and extremely
relaxed foreign counterparts even offered to
drive us to King’s Park for a picnic. The
park featured breath-taking scenery and
provided the perfect setting for a surprise
birthday celebration (Wan Ling’s (SMUX)
21st birthday). Moreover, with the threat of
overcrowding, a very magnanimous Steven
expressed his desire to take a ride from the
boot of the car.

DURING

the
week of Ang pows
and Love, Collin Lim
and Steven Tan had
the privilege to serve	
  

as SMU Sailing’s ambassadors to University
of Western Australia’s (UWA) fledgling
Adventure and Leadership program. This
program consisted of activities ranging
from the usual high-elements and water
sports, to some scenic mountain biking and
trekking.
Along with SMUX and SSU, the sailors had
the opportunity to interact with the local
students from UWA and University of
Albany. This period of interaction led to
culture shocks for students from both
countries. To illustrate, our foreign
counterparts had the luxury of close to 8
hours of sleep per night, sparing no effort
in hiding disgust and shock when they
learnt of our permanent residential status
in the Li Ka Shing Library. This polarity is
further exemplified by the nightclub in
Perth city named “LIBRARY”. There is no
doubt which “Library” us sailors would
prefer to visit.

More relevant to sailing and a definite
highlight of the trip was the presentation by
Skip Lissiman, who was part of the crew on
Australia II that broke America’s
dominance on the America’s Cup in 1983,
breaking the longest winning streak in
sports history of 132 years. He recounts
individual leaderships and the crew work
when Australia II had their backs against
the wall, the odds stacked up heavily
against them. America was leading 3 to 1 in
the 7-point match race then. In the 5th race
which was the match point for America,
Australia II unfortunately incurred an OCS,
putting them in a very precarious position.
The eventual victory by the Australians
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hinged not on brilliant strategy or god-like
wind reading skill, but rather, the
encouragement and motivation from the
youngest crew member. So sailors, there
will be a time where helms need support
too!!
On the day the rest of world was professing
their love and splurging on roses and
chocolates, we were treated to the iconic
twilight race in Matilda bay. This white sails
event on the foundation class boats was
blessed with favorable winds and simply
amazing scenery, bringing out the inner
cam-whore in everyone even while the race
was ongoing. Collin could definitely have
toned down his competitive nature and
refrained from scolding non-sailors in their
attempt to cam-whore during the race. Then
again, such natural tendencies cannot be so
easily controlled. Towards the end of the
race, trailing the leaders by a single boat
length, Collin once again demonstrated
what happens to any obstacle that go
against his thirst for victory – they get
destroyed even by a tiller! Video Link:
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
v=10152571352465858&set=t.
669632084&type=3&theater
As the SMU students rounded up the trip
and made their way back to the reality of
assignments and mid terms, it would be
clear they would not easily forget the bonds
forged and memories created.
On behalf of the sailing team we would like
to thank Andrew Aaron Tam, Jinella,
SMUX, SSU, Bruce Meakin, Callum Warner
and all parties involved in the organization
for making this exchange possible.
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